Worldox GX2 Cheat Sheet

Version Control
Once a document has been initially saved, you can also save it as a different version. Select File | Save As, and the following screen appears:

Basic Worldox Screen
W orldox comes up when you select File Open or File Save. W hen you
select File Open you see something that looks like the following screen.

Select the desired option and proceed depending on the option selected. It is
desirable to change the description somewhat so you can distinguish versions.
To see the various versions a document has been through, click the Ver
List icon on the button bar.

Audit Control
W orldox tracks virtually every activity concerning a document. To see who
has opened, modified, saved, checked out, checked in, copied, etc. a
document, right click on the document listing and select “Audit Trail.” You
see the audit trail for that
document.
This enables a user to
track the exact history of
the document they are
concerned with.
Once you see the
entries returned by the
audit query, you can use
“Project | Create” to create
a project of those files.

Security
To determine who gets access to a specific document, click the “Security”
button when saving a document.
Click “Classify” to select security. Select “Hidden” or “Read Only” to hide
the document from other users or make it Read Only. Select “Custom” to add
specific users or groups of users.
Click “Add User” or “Add Group” and make the relevant selections. To
change existing security, click “Remove” or other options as required.
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By default, you see your last 20 documents, sorted on the column that
contains the blue-green triangle in the column header. Click on any
header to change the sort order by column or A-Z; Z-A. Right-click the
“Modified” column and select Show/Hide Grouping to change display.
• Click on the appropriate icon for other functions:
• Click the Favorites icon (with the heart) at any time (e.g., after a search
for other documents) to see the last 20 documents you worked on.
• The View icon (the magnifying glass) launches a viewer so that you
can see the document the cursor is on without opening it. If you did a
full-text search, “View” will show the “hits” in any document you view.
Important: The View feature is one of the biggest productivity enhancers
in W orldox. You can copy text from the view feature and paste it into a
regular document. You can scroll through the document list and each
document will be “viewed” in turn, so that you do not have to open a
document to see what is in it. You can print a document from View.
Lastly, you can set a default size for view (click on “W indow” and
select “Save Size & Position”).
• Click the Copy, Delete, or Move icons for those functions (for
example to copy an older document as the basis for a new one).
• Find (the binoculars) opens the search screen if the document you
want is not on the list (see p. 2).
• Email the document your cursor is on by clicking on that icon.
• Print produces a report of the files listed on the screen, it does not
print the document the cursor is on. To actually print a document, you
must open or view it first.
• See page 11 for details of the Form Bar at the bottom of the screen

Searching for a Document
If you need to find a document that is not one of the last 20 you have
worked on, click Find to launch the search screen (or click on one of the
“Quick Search” buttons – facing page). If necessary, click K to launch a
basic search or select “repeat last find.” Your screen may be slightly different
than the following, but the search principles are the same.
There are three ways to
enter information here:
• If you know the desired
information, type in it
the appropriate box.
W orldox supports “wildcards,” so typing “prod*”
will find “produced” and
“production.”
• In addition, you will see
a list of words actually in
the index when you start
typing.
• To get a list of available
items to be searched for, click on the labeled button to the left of the text
box (e.g., Doc Type).
• To see recent searches, click the down arrow to the right of the box ( M ).

Customizing Worldox
W orldox can be extensively customized. Settings that can be customized by
the end users include:
Order of column display. To remove a column from the display, “grab” it
using the mouse and drag it off the bar. To add a column, click on any empty
space between column headers and select which column to add. Click and
Drag on the left or right side of a column header to change the width. To
save the columns, right-click and select “Save Column Template.”

The Form Bar at the bottom lets you display additional information: Note:
when one tab is selected, the others are greyed out.

•

“Preview” shows you the top of the current document, as well as the

•

one above and below it in an Outlook-like preview pane. To size the
pane, click on “Tutorial” and follow instructions.
“Comments” or “Profile” lets you view those elements and edit them
on the fly simply by double-clicking on them (the “Comments”
attached to a document for example).

Quick Searches
If you already know the number (i.e., the
Doc ID Number) of a document, click next to “Location” (or hit 2 ) and
type the number.
Open W ith. W orldox recognizes document types. If you are in W ord and try
to open a PDF file, a screen will pop up asking you if you want to open the
file with Acrobat. Similarly for Excel and other programs.

•

“Full List” displays only documents.

•

“Relations” and “Project” show documents included in those functions.

Boolean Searches
• AND. To find the occurrence of two words in the same document,
connect them with the word AND, e.g., January AND bill
• OR. To find occurrences of either word in the same document, connect
them with the word OR, e.g., January OR bill. Note: you can also do
“and” or “or” searches in, e.g., the Doc Type screen: “bill or ltr.”
• NOT. To find occurrences of one word but not the second in a document,
connect them with the word NOT, e.g., January NOT bill.
• One word within “x” words of another: first w/x second, By default,
W orldox defaults to “within 3” if you simply type two words. That is,
“accident damages” searches for “accident within 3 words of damages.”
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•

The “Cloud” displays the information about the files in the list sized to
show the most common items largest.

Scanning / PDFs
“Text searchable” PDFs are indexed by W orldox. W orldox does not provide
any scanning or PDF conversion natively. However, if you are using Acrobat
or some other scanning software, Right-clicking on a document and selecting
“Send to” will list available PDF conversion options.
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Moving Legacy Documents into Worldox

Saving Searches; Quick Search Buttons

Pre-existing (“legacy”) documents must be moved into the W orldox system
before they can be edited. Documents may be moved on an as-needed basis or
in batches. To begin, use the Explorer-type window at the left of the
W orldox screen to navigate to the document you wish to move. This is
located in exactly the same place as it has always been. To move the
document, double click to open it. You will be asked to choose a profile
(“Client W ork”) and you will then see a profile screen with the old name of
the document inserted as the “Extended Name.”

Recent searches appear on a separate tabbed search bar labeled “Location.”
You can select from your most recent searches by clicking the down arrow at
the right of this screen. W hen you first open W orldox, you see your 20 most
recent documents. Thereafter, the most recent search appears by default.

Fill in the required information and/or change the “Extended Name” (some
may already be set as a default) and click K to move the document.
Click “Yes” to open the moved document.
To move multiple documents at one time, select the documents you wish to
move in the W orldox document list by clicking in the check box to the left of
the document. A green check mark will appear. Right-click in the document
area and select “Move,” or click the Move button on the button bar (with the
Green pointing arrow). If you move multiple items, they will all contain the
same profile information (except for the extended name).

Using the Tree
Many firms discourage the use of
the Tree View. However, if you do
use it, consulting it has been made
easier. If you click on a given Profile and expand the view, Client and M atter
names are displayed next to the numbers: The Tree View expands
automatically when you are in it, and resizes smaller when you leave it.

My Workspace
“My W orkspace” adds the ability to organize files defined or sorted by
directory (it will not organize searches the way that Quick Search Buttons
will). Depending on how W orldox is configured, this can be useful.
To create a “Bookmark,” right-click on “M y W orkspace” and select
“Subscribe to Bookmark.” Click on the Green “+” to add a new Bookmark, or
an existing Bookmark to subscribe to it.. Multiple users can subscribe to the
same Bookmark, making it easier to share files. This can be useful for
organizing Projects, Form files, Boilerplate, BriefBank files, etc.
If you use this feature, it will also show you the last 5 Projects you opened.
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To permanently save a search and give it a name (for example your forms, or
all the files for a particular client), first perform the search. Then select
Bookmark | Add this list from the menu. Give the search a meaningful name.
It will appear as a Bookmark or “Quick Search” button on the second row of
buttons. You might wind up seeing something like this:

These searches are dynamic: if you add new documents that satisfy the search
criteria, they will appear the next time you perform the search.

Sorting Search Screens
You can control the order in which items are sorted in any W orldox
screen. At the right of the column that is sorted, there is a blue-green arrow.
If the arrow points up, the sort is A-Z (or old to new on dates), if it points
down the sort is Z-A. To change the sort order, simply click in the column
you wish to sort on. A second click changes the sort order.
Note also that in some lookups
there are two tabs: e.g., “Client
Sort Arrow (A-Z; Z-A)
Table” and “Client Favorites.”
Client Favorites represents the
last 20 Clients (or M atters, etc.)
you have accessed, and can make
searches much more efficient.
To set either tab as the default, right-click on it and select “Set as Default.”
If the list is very long (such as a client list), you can search for, e.g., the client,
by starting to type the client name or the client number. You will see the
following screen and the selection will proceed to the combination of letters
you type :
Note that everything is searched
regardless of the sort order. Typedown search also works on the document list screen. Click an arrow to
select the next (or previous) instance.
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Save / Save As
W hen you click on “Save,” the following screen appears. To save your
document, simply fill in the fields as desired and click K . Some fields are
set to record the last item entered and may already be filled in. The options
for filling in fields when searching for a document (under “Searching”) also
pertain here. Note that anything you put in the “comments” field is also
indexed with the profile. Comments may be used for additional information,
key words, critical issues, etc.

Taking Documents With You
W hen you are working in W orldox, documents that you save are also saved to
your local hard drive (the “Mirror Drive”) for 7 days. Thus if the network
connection is lost or you use a laptop and take it home with you, you can
continue working on these documents.
To put additional documents on your “Mirror Drive,” simply select the
documents you want to take, right-click and select “Send To” then “Local
Mirror.” W hen you open W orldox off-line, the documents will be available.
You are prompted to reintegrate documents you have worked on to the main
W orldox system when you plug your laptop back in to the network.

Check-Out Check-In / Sending to...

Good Naming Practices
How you name the descriptions can make it a lot easier to find documents 6
weeks or 6 months from now. Avoid common terms (searches will turn up too
many “hits”) and try to use things that are specific and/or unusual to a
document: client names, special terms or provisions, etc.

Quick Profile
W orldox has a “Quick Profile” feature that allows you to save frequently used
profile information. Thus, if your work centers on documents for just a few
clients, you can save that profile information (e.g., Client No., Doc Type) to a
“Quick Profile.”
To do this, enter the profile information once, then click on the “Quick
Profile” button at the top right of the main Profile screen. Give the Quick
Profile a name. Then, when you want to re-use it, instead of having to fill in
the information, simple double click on the quick profile listing in the righthand window and the information will be entered. If you frequently work on
similar documents for certain clients, this can be a time-saver.
You do not have to fill in every field in the profile screen; some information
can be left blank (such as Doc Type or the Description). The Quick Profile
will fill in partial information if that is what you wish to save.
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Email has become the standard way of sending documents to other people.
However, you may frequently want to copy documents (or files for an entire
matter) to a USB key drive.
To simply “send” the file to a USB key (or to burn a CD), select the “send
•
to” option. If a USB key is plugged in to your computer, its drive letter
will appear first on the list (the drive letter will be different on different
PCs).
If you do not wish anybody else to be working on the document when you
•
are, right click on the document you wish to send and select “Check-Out.”
W hen you return to the office, you can “Check In” the document so that it
is again available to everyone.

Using WorkZone
A feature called “W orkZone,” (formerly called “DropZone”) enables
you to “drag & drop” email messages, attachments, or (using
W indows Explorer) any other file directly into W orldox. You can
enable or disable the W orkZone by right-clicking on the W orldox icon in the
system tray.
W hen you drag a file and release it on the W orkZone icon, you are asked to
choose a Profile and then the normal profile screen appears. Fill out the
profile and the item is saved to W orldox.
To the extent that multiple files will be assigned to the same client and
document type, you can drag and drop them as a group.
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“Drag & Drop” to Worldox from Outlook

Relating Documents

Assuming the feature has been turned on in your system, you can easily create
“Drag and Drop” folders that let you move emails to W orldox. First check to
see that there is a “W orldox” folder in Outlook. W hen you click on it, the

If you are working on a project or have a number of documents that “belong”
together – for example, exhibits or items that need to be filed together, you
can relate them and keep them together as a group.
To relate documents, simply drag other (“Child”) documents on top of the
main (“Parent”) document. Clicking on the “Related” button at the bottom of
the screen shows the related documents. You can also create a “related”
column which will display whether a document is a Parent or Child. Thus a
listing of “P3" shows that the document is a Parent with 3 Child documents.

Projects

above screen appears. Note that this depends on how W orldox is configured.
You may see your Outlook inbox instead.
To add a quick profile, click the “Quick Profile” button. Then select
“New” and select the Profile group. Fill out the profile information (the
description will automatically be taken from the Subject line of the email) and
click K . W hen asked to name the profile group, type in the name.
If a given client has multiple matters, you can create sub-folders by
including a backslash (\) in the name. If you are adding a new sub-folder, click
the down arrow and select the main folder. You can then add a sub-folder to
it.
You can now drag and drop one or multiple emails to the folder and they
will automatically be profiled using the information already entered in the
Quick Profile. This M OVES the email to W orldox, rather than copying it.
Note: if you double click on any of the existing sub-folders, you will be
able to do a “reverse” lookup and find all the emails stored in the directory the
Quick Profile was set to. Depending on how W orldox is configured, this may
mean all the files for a given Client/Matter. In other cases, you may only see
all the emails.

Many firms want to be able to group documents into a “project” over and
above other selection criteria that W orldox offers. For example, it can be
useful to group all the documents required for a real estate closing, all Exhibits
for a trial, all documents needed for a filing, etc.
The “Project” function lets you do that.
To create a Project, simply click on the
Project button. The Project screen opens
up. You can simply drag files into the
Project area or you can use the buttons at
the right to add or remove files.
Click “Save As” and give the project a
name. You might consider including the
word “project” in the description so that
projects can be searched for easily. You
may also wish to create a document type
of “Project” to make searching easier.
Projects appear with their own icon (a briefcase) and a document extension of
*.wdl.

Naming Emails
By default, the subject line of the email becomes the description in W orldox.
However, with many exchanges of emails, the “Re:” line frequently comes to
have little or no relation to the actual content of a given email. Therefore, it is
a good practice to at least think about changing the subject line (It will be
preserved in the actual email as it is saved to W orldox).
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Using My Workspace to Manage Projects
The “My W orkspace” feature can be used to manage Projects more easily. If
you have set W orldox to have all your projects in one place, create a bookmark
for projects or a given project. Individual files can then be dragged to the
project and will automatically be added to it.
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Managing Email Using Worldox

Profiling Email on Send

It is possible to manage your email from within W orldox. Simply click on the
“Email” button to see all your Outlook email, including your folders.

W orldox is set to automatically profile your
email when you send it. After you send the
email, a W orldox screen pops up asking if
you wish to copy or move the email to
W orldox, or ignore it. If you send multiple
emails to the same person, you can create a
Quick Profile so that you only need to fill it out once. You can also add the
email recipient to an “automatically ignore” list (for example, for personal
email that you know you will never want to store in W orldox). Rules (under
Edit | Address Rules while in the Email screen) give you even more flexibility
in automating this process.
As a general rule, it is better to “Move” emails to W orldox rather than “Copy”
them. This keeps your Outlook system “cleaner” and overall, Outlook will run
with fewer glitches.

W hen the email list shows up, right-click on any
item to get a menu of what you can do:
View lets you view the email.
Copy copies the email into W orldox, while
leaving a copy in your email in box.
Move deletes the email from your email In Box
and puts it into W orldox.
W hen you copy or move an email to W orldox
using this function, it is saved in a read-only format. Any attachments to the
email are also saved with the email and will also be full-text indexed. If you
wish to save an attachment separately, open the saved email from within
W orldox. Right-click on the attachment at the bottom of the email and
choose “Save As.” Profile the attachment. It will be saved and automatically
related to the email so that you can always see where it came from.

Creating Quick Profiles When Sending Emails

Sending Email from Worldox
Most people start from Outlook and click “attach” when they wish to attach a
W orldox file to an email message. This opens W orldox and lets you pick the
document and attach it. However, you can also send email starting from
W orldox. This lets you select the documents before doing the cover note.
First select the file or files you wish to email. If you wish to send more than
one, check the desired documents by clicking the box to the left of the
document name. A green check mark will appear. Then click the mailbox on
the button bar or right-click and select “email.”
If you have checked more than one item, a box
appears to verify that you wish to send all
checked files. Make the appropriate selection.
Another box then appears asking how you wish
to send the files.
W orldox lets you Zip multiple files to
save space and send them as a single file
(passworded if you wish). By default
attachments use the description as
the file name.
Click K . Your email will open with the
documents already attached to the message.

W hen you send an email, you are prompted to create a Quick Profile. Quick
Profiles contained pre-filled-in information. For example, if you send a large
number of emails regarding a particular matter, you may not want to have to
fill in the client/matter information for every email. If you say “OK” to the
prompt, a screen appears asking for the name of the QuickProfile Simply type
in the name.
If a given client has multiple
matters, you can create subfolders by including a backslash
(\) in the name. If you are
adding a new sub-folder, click
the down arrow and select the
main folder. You can then add a
sub-folder to it.
W hen you opt to Copy or
Move the next email to that particular recipient, you can pick the information
from the QuickProfile list.

Managing Email Using Outlook
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By default, when you send an email, W orldox pops up (above). However, you
must manage your incoming and historical emails manually. This can be done
either from W orldox or Outlook. In Outlook, use the “Copy to W orldox” or
“Move to W orldox” buttons.
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